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Fig. 1. The IP Detail Page of the Situ system includes a temporal histogram for selecting a time range, horizon graphs for temporal context, bar charts of field distributions for network flows of that IP, and a two-hop communication graph.

Abstract—Despite the best efforts of cyber security analysts, networked computing assets are routinely compromised, resulting in the loss of intellectual property, the disclosure of state secrets, and major financial damages. Anomaly detection methods are beneficial for detecting new types of attacks and abnormal network activity, but such algorithms can be difficult to understand and trust. Network operators and cyber analysts need fast and scalable tools to help identify suspicious behavior that bypasses automated security systems, but operators do not want another automated tool with algorithms they do not trust. Experts need tools to augment their own domain expertise and to provide a contextual understanding of suspicious behavior to help them make decisions. In this paper we present Situ, a visual analytics system for discovering suspicious behavior in streaming network data. Situ provides a scalable solution that combines anomaly detection with information visualization. The system's visualizations enable operators to identify and investigate the most anomalous events and IP addresses, and the tool provides context to help operators understand why they are anomalous. Finally, operators need tools that can be integrated into their workflow and with their existing tools. This paper describes the Situ platform and its deployment in an operational network setting. We discuss how operators are currently using the tool in a large organization's security operations center and present the results of expert reviews with professionals.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Networked computing assets are routinely compromised, resulting in the exfiltration of intellectual property, the disclosure of classified information, and large financial damages. Despite the work of cyber security experts, these compromises occur regularly and the impacts are staggering. The Center for Strategic and International Studies estimated the global cost of cyber crime at $445 billion each year; in the US, these losses represent 0.6% of GDP and in Germany 1.6% [18]. While reports citing such large numbers might be considered self-serving, other effects of cyber crime are even more critical. Sophisticated attack groups at the nation-state level constantly develop new network penetration methods that current technologies cannot detect. The 2016 United States elections, with allegations of Russian hacking, are a sobering reminder of the seriousness and global impact of cyber attacks.

The most commonly deployed measures for detecting attacks on networks and systems are intrusion detection/prevention systems and antivirus software. These systems typically operate based on signatures, which use pattern matching to identify malicious activity. Although effective at detecting known attacks, these systems are unable to detect
novel attacks or variations. More recently, tools have been developed that can detect variations of known attacks using supervised machine learning techniques (e.g., [6, 34, 35, 41, 55]). These methods train on labeled data sets containing examples of known malicious behavior. While valuable, such an approach has limitations in an operational environment. Creating labeled training data is a laborious process that requires an expert to identify malicious behavior. The models, once created, need to be continually updated. Such systems typically identify variations on the attacks in the training set, but cannot detect completely novel attacks. Another approach to identifying malicious activity is to use reputation lists of known bad actors (i.e., IP addresses known to be associated with malware). These approaches require that the bad actors be known a priori, which is likely not the case for sophisticated attacks.

All of these approaches add to an enterprise’s defenses, but these automated solutions have two key limitations: 1) they will not detect all attacks (cyber security is asymmetric—the attacker doesn’t need to be successful every time, but the defender does), and 2) automated solutions ignore the potential of human domain experts who understand both the domain (e.g., network protocols) and their own operational environment. Security operators need tools to help identify suspicious behavior that bypasses automated security systems.

Given the amount of data on today’s networks, operators cannot be expected to discover suspicious activity without better tools. What is needed is a visual analytics approach with algorithms to distinguish the signal from the noise and visualizations to provide a meaningful context for suspicious activity so operators can determine the impact and react appropriately. Highlighting such suspicious behavior helps operators focus their limited time on the most suspicious events.

In this paper, we present Situ, a new visual analytics tool designed to complement existing security measures and help operators maintain situation awareness, identify suspicious behavior, and understand the context of that behavior. Situ integrates a method of unsupervised machine learning for anomaly detection with data visualization to help operators identify possible attacks, understand what makes an event suspicious, and determine the importance and impact of the event. The benefit of Situ’s visual analytics design is the ability to not only highlight the detected anomalies, but to help analysts understand why the algorithm considers them anomalies. The interface design uses multiple linked views and pages that allow analysts to maintain an overview of network activity alongside dedicated views that allow inspection of details. The benefit of this design helps experts to better understand and trust the algorithms while still taking advantage of their experience and domain expertise when interpreting both the algorithmic output and the raw data itself.

The contributions of this paper are:

- A summarization of the most important design goals for anomaly detection and visualization systems for cyber security applications, as derived from the literature and our interactions with domain experts.
- A unique collection of anomaly scoring analytics and connected information visualization techniques that target the specific challenges of network security. The coordinated visualization techniques include several proven charting techniques as well as more innovative designs. An important technical contribution of Situ lies in the integration of these visualization and analytics techniques to form a complete system with benefits that are greater than the sum of the individual parts.
- A streaming anomaly detection platform and visualization for cyber security, with case studies demonstrating how it can be used and feedback from analysts in a production deployment.

2 Related Work

To help establish the contributions in our presentation of Situ, we provide an overview of anomaly detection and visualization for the cyber security domain.

2.1 Anomaly Detection for Cyber Security

Applications of anomaly detection for identifying intrusions are commonplace in the literature, and the focus is primarily on accuracy—identifying the attributes and algorithms combinations to increase the overlap of detected events (anomalies) and actual positive events (attacks), e.g., [2, 12, 17, 20, 29].

Our work prioritizes a scalable, online, interpretable anomaly detection system for cyber security. Work in anomaly detection for cyber security often focuses on only some of these values while de-emphasizing others. For example, some methods consider each event at only one level of granularity (e.g., [11, 54]). Multiple models at different levels of granularity facilitate the interpretation of why alerts trigger and why they are relevant. Other implementations combine analyses across multiple levels of granularity through non-comparable detector scores obscuring the relative influence of the granularity analysis [36, 48]. Some approaches (e.g., [10, 11]) require an expensive model update step such as computing the pairwise distances between all data points, which limits both the scalability and the ability for updating the model in an online fashion. Other methods focus on non-probabilistic technical techniques [47], which can lack the ability to communicate the confidence of the results and can be difficult to compare to other detectors.

Other applications of anomaly detection for cyber security signal on the probability of an event being above a threshold [36]. In our Situ system, we use an ensemble of multinomial distributions, one per IP per statistic, with each updated in real time using a simple Bayesian update. We define anomalies as low probability events, i.e., an event whose p-value is below a fixed threshold, where the p-value is computed from the multinomial. This approach follows mathematical and empirical results of Ferragut et al. [13] and Bridges et al. [5].

Ferragut et al. [13] promote the p-value definition of anomalies, citing two main advantages. (1) Comparability: p-values admit quantitative comparability across detectors. This is necessary for situational awareness in the presence of many and/or evolving detectors, as scores from multiple models must be compared. (2) Regulatability: a theorem is provided giving a sharp bound on the likelihood of an alert in terms of the p-value threshold. This allows operators, especially in high throughput applications, to theoretically set the thresholds of the ensemble of detectors to bound the number of alerts. Ferragut et al. [13] presented experiments with cyber data sets, and the results demonstrate the efficacy of modeling simple statistics of network data for anomaly-based intrusion detection.

Bridges et al. [5] build on Ferragut et al. [13] and provide multiple theorems for mathematically understanding the relationship between the alert rate and threshold. Operationally, this provides criteria for when users can set thresholds to prescribe the alert rate in expectation (not just bound it). In addition, this method describes how deviations from the proven relationships stem from model drift, indicating a state change and the need for model retraining. These advantages are inherited by our approach for Situ.

2.2 Cyber Security Visualization

While various forms of data analysis may fall into the realm of cyber security, our research is most concerned with analysis of streaming network data that is continually arriving and updating. Systems designed for analysis of streaming data often aim to support both real-time monitoring of incoming data as well as the inspection of older data to provide context (e.g., [28, 37, 40]). Following recent updates is essential to maintain situational awareness of the state of the network in order to respond quickly and make appropriate real-world decisions [9, 21].

Streaming data introduces challenges for analysis due to the continued growth and dynamic nature of the data. Other major challenges faced while designing visual analytic tools to support cyber security analysis are scalability and flexibility. Visual analytics approaches aim to help analysts handle the overwhelming amounts of data while highlighting the most important items or patterns. For example, Gupta et al. [26] proposed a method for handling ad-hoc querying of streaming data with the CHAOS system. It provides a scalable platform for anomaly detection in data stream by first applying data reduction then implementing a computational data cube. To address the challenge
of balancing of real-time and previous data. StreamSqueeze [39] uses a screen-filling technique that provides more details for events in a data stream that are closer to the current time. This technique takes into account the higher relevance of recent events while still making it possible to follow trends for the history of prior events. Another tool, VizTree [37] addresses the challenge of interpreting large time-series data by transforming the data to a symbolic representation that is visualized in trees. A later example is LiveRAC [40], a system designed for visualization of large amounts of network data using a collection of basic charts such as line charts and bar graphs. The core component of this system is a reordering matrix of charts that employs the stretch and squash technique of accordion drawing designs. These tools are visualizations that lack the analytics required to help focus the domain experts on the most important events.

CLIQUE [4] employs a behavioral modeling approach that learns the expected activity of actors and collections of actors on a network, and then compares current activity to this learned model to detect behavior-based anomalies. To support real-time situational awareness, CLIQUE shows flow-activity levels for each actor across a range of categories (such as web, ftp, and email) as well as a summary behavioral signal that reflects actor deviation from calculated baseline behavior. Where CLIQUE uses simple statistics, the analytics in Situ take a probabilistic modeling approach, discussed in 4.3.3.

3 Design Requirements

In this section, we describe the need for an anomaly detection system in cyber security as well as the functional design requirement for both the anomaly scoring and visualization components in Situ. The description is based on our prior work, other research uncovering the work practice of security analysts, and more recent interviews and observations with numerous security analysts. The goal of our visual analytics approach is to leverage analytics to assist in managing scalability of vast quantities of network data in a streaming scenario while also allowing experts to use their judgment to review and better understand trends and details.

While automated cyber security solutions are commonplace among most organizations, and nearly all organizations will have a log collection infrastructure and dashboard, visual analytics are rare. Systems like firewalls and intrusion prevention systems can automatically block some malicious network traffic at an organization’s border. Virus scanners can quarantine known-malicious malware on a host system. These are often used in conjunction in a strategy known as defense-in-depth. This approach is based on the intuition that any one solution cannot stop all malicious network traffic, but employing a variety of solutions increases the likelihood of stopping such traffic. These automated systems perform well at stopping known malicious behavior, but they are incapable of preventing all attacks. Therefore, domain experts need new tools that helps them identify and understand potentially malicious events in the large volumes of data collected on computer networks in today’s environments.

Situ is intended to be complementary to these kinds of automated solutions by highlighting suspicious activity indicative of an attack that other tools are unable to identify. It is designed to make anomalies salient for the user while using visualization to assist in understanding the context of those anomalies. We note that events that our system highlights with high anomaly scores are not necessarily malicious, but the rarity of these events make them important for situation awareness, and our observations during both controlled tests and real-world deployments show that they often indicate malicious activity.

Below, we describe the specific requirements for both the anomaly detection and visualization components of an anomaly detection visual analytics system.

3.1 Anomaly Detection Requirements

Understanding security analysts’ work practice has been the focus of numerous research projects (e.g., [7, 22, 50, 52]). Based on this past research and our own observations and interactions with security analysts, we formulated the following anomaly detection requirements (ADR)—functional requirements for anomaly detection tools in cyber security:

- **ADR1-Understandable scores**: Anomaly detection results must be understandable to the security analysts. We have observed that security analysts are suspicious of “black box” solutions that highlight anomalies but fail to communicate why something is anomalous. Anomaly detection systems should help the analysts understand an event, and the first step is to understand what makes the event abnormal.

- **ADR2-Contextualizing events**: If the first step is understanding an event, the next step is gathering additional context about it. This contextual understanding during analysis is often derived from alternate data sources and tools [23, 52], such as log files, other security tools, and web sites. Anomaly detection systems should allow an analyst to understand the context of the event that may not be directly embedded in the event itself.

- **ADR3-Comparable scores**: Typically, different data sources, distributions within the same data source, or data from different entities will result in anomaly scores that are not comparable. However, having comparable scores is integral to analysis—analysts must be able to determine what are the most anomalous events in order to prioritize analysis. Anomaly detection systems should provide scores across data types, distributions, and other variations that can be directly comparable to each other.

- **ADR4-Fast notification**: An attacker can compromise a system and exfiltrate its data quickly. If a system takes too long to discover an event and notify an analyst, the attacker may have already exited the network. Anomaly detection systems should provide timely results minimizing the time from event discovery to notification.

- **ADR5-Scalability**: Security systems that operate on network or log data need to scale to the immense volumes of those data sets [16]. Anomaly detection systems should scale to modern enterprise sizes.

3.2 Security Visualization Requirements

In addition to the above functional requirements for anomaly detection systems, we outline security visualization requirements (SVR) specific to the visualization component of any cyber security system:

- **SVR1-Temporal context**: Just as the anomaly detection system should provide additional data to enrich events and provide context, visualization tools should also emphasize the context of an event. This includes the temporal event context, which can be provided by displaying relevant data that happened before the event occurred [23]. Cyber security visualizations should provide the temporal context of an event.

- **SVR2-Scalability**: Like the anomaly detection system, the visualization component must scale to large enterprises. This can be achieved via data summarizations or by only showing the most anomalous events. Cyber security visualizations should scale to handle large volumes of security data.

- **SVR3-Access to raw data**: Security analysts may distrust visualization techniques, particularly those that smooth out the raw data [16]. Cyber security visualizations should provide analysts with access to the raw data for inspection.

- **SVR4-Center on enterprise assets**: Security analysts care the most about what is happening on their own network [3]. Analysts may keep up with larger security trends or even specific attacks on other enterprises, but these are only useful for adding context to attacks against the assets in their own enterprises. Cyber security visualizations should differentiate between local (within the enterprise) and remote assets and emphasize the former.
VizTree [37] addresses the challenge of interpreting large time-series data. This approach is based on the intuition that any one solution cannot address all past research and our own observations and interactions with security analysts. The goal of our visual analytics approach is to make anomalies with high anomaly scores not necessarily malicious, but visible to other tools unable to identify. It is designed to make anomalies appear as flows, firewall logs, and web proxy logs. In this context, a network flow represents an aggregation of a set of packets exchanged by a pair of systems. See Table 1 for an example flow record. Most of the firewall log messages contain information about connections that are successfully opened, torn down, or are denied due to some policy violation. The web proxy messages describe events where a web request violates an organization’s content retrieval policy or is attempting to retrieve something potentially malicious, as malware often does.

4 System Design

Situ is a visual analytics system that consists of two main components. First, a streaming anomaly detection system, which ingests and parses event streams from multiple sources, enriches events with additional context, provides an anomaly score for each event according to several different models of past behavior, and sends the enriched, scored events to a data store or message queue. Second, a web-based visualization system, which interacts with an API that provides access to the scored events to provide analysts with a way to explore events and understand their context.

4.1 Data

Situ is primarily being used with three different input data types: network flows, firewall logs, and web proxy logs. In this context, a network flow represents an aggregation of a set of packets exchanged by a pair of systems. See Table 1 for an example flow record. Most of the firewall log messages contain information about connections that are successfully opened, torn down, or are denied due to some policy violation. The web proxy messages describe events where a web request violates an organization’s content retrieval policy or is attempting to retrieve something potentially malicious, as malware often does.

4.2 Architecture

The anomaly detection system’s architecture was designed to meet the requirements of ADR4-fast notifications and ADR5-scalability. To enable fast notifications, Situ has low latency (measured in milliseconds) event processing. It is possible to automate actions by outputting events above a threshold score to a message queue, where another job could read from the queue and send an email, automatically create a ticket, or perform some other response. To address the scalability requirement, Situ is a fully distributed system, as shown in Fig. 2. Each event is routed to a scoring node based on a hash of the IP address so that events with the same IPs are consistently routed to the same node, which allows the scoring behavior models for an individual IP to be all on the same node. The router nodes handle data ingesting and parsing, while the scorer nodes perform enrichment, scoring, and data output. The distributed nature of the system means that Situ is not limited by the volume of the data since more nodes can be added to handle a greater load.

The web-based visualization system consists of an HTTP API and a visual interface that runs in the analyst’s browser.

4.3 Streaming Anomaly Detection System

Here we describe the event processing for Situ’s anomaly detection.

4.3.1 Ingestion and Parsing

Situ has a versatile set of data ingestion options, including: reading directly from a computer’s network interface or a pcap file [51], reading from a networking device via NetFlow v9 [32] or IPFIX [33], reading from a network flow collection tool [46], or reading from one of several message queues, including Nats [43], RabbitMQ [45]. This flexibility makes it possible to integrate Situ with different workflows and different log collection infrastructures. For message queues, parsing input messages is specified in a comma separated value (CSV) or regular-expression based configuration file. Of these options, the most scalable and most widely used with Situ are Argus for network traffic related data and Kafka for all other data types.

4.3.2 Enrichment

After parsing the data, Situ enriches events to provide analysts with additional context, addressing requirement ADR2-Contextualizing events. The system enriches events with the country of origin for the IPs involved in the event, Situ will automatically attempt to determine the country in which each IP address is located. Situ automates this step in the investigation by providing context with the event. Using a configurable set of blacklists (lists of known malicious IP addresses), Situ will automatically tag events that include these malicious IP addresses. This enrichment information provides insight into the maliciousness of an event. It can also point to the type of attack being executed. Using an enterprise’s asset configuration database, Situ can be configured to automatically label the owner of a device, the protection zone the device is in, and additional contextual information about assets that is available. This information allows analysts to prioritize the events that are investigated based on the importance of the assets and protection zone that may be compromised.

In most large environments, it is nearly impossible for cyber security analysts to know what roles a system plays, making it difficult to achieve situational awareness and adequately diagnose or prioritize an attack. For example, an intrusion alert describing an attack against a workstation would probably be lower priority than one against an organization’s primary domain controller, but without knowing the role of a machine it would be impossible to make this determination. Additionally, it may be useful to know which systems are performing more than one role in the enterprise, which could be important for resource planning and security. For example, it would be important to know that a system is operating both as a web server and as a DNS...
server because this would not be the best security posture. This kind of labeling of asset roles is used to enrich the data within Situ.

We have developed a library that builds temporal behavioral models from flow data [31]. Internal IP addresses are clustered based on historic network port usage for a specific range of time. The HDDBScan clustering algorithm is used to create IP groups based on their port behaviour. Also included in these clusters are role labels for known, commonly used roles, including web server, mail server, domain name server, and SSH server. We build these behavioral models offline and periodically update them. Situ uses these models to label any internal IPs in a streaming event with a set of roles. Investigations into highly anomalous events can be prioritized based on the number of the machines involved.

### 4.3.3 Anomaly Scoring

After events are ingested, parsed, and enriched, the system will score each event according to the internal IP addresses (IPs within the enterprise) within that event. Each event is scored according to all applicable behavior models, described below, using the same algorithm.

**Algorithm**

For each observation (e.g., flow, IP per time-window) we extract a set of statistics of interest and perform anomaly detection for each statistic. This gives a multi-faceted view of each event but uses single-feature detectors that are understandable to operators.

For anomaly scoring, we estimate a multinomial distribution from previously observed data, compute the p-value of newly observed data, and update the multinomial to accommodate these new observations. Initially, multinomials are given a uniform distribution of one count per bin, and a standard Bayesian update is performed upon receipt of new data. Notationally, using bins \( i = 1, \ldots, k \), we set \( f_0(i) = 1/k \).

Upon receipt of a new, say \( n^\text{th} \) observation, \( x_n \), we compute the p-value:

\[
p_v(x_n) = \frac{\prod_{i=1}^{k} f_i(i)}{\sum_{i=1}^{k} f_i(i)}
\]

with sum over \( \{ i \in 1, \ldots, k : f_n(i) \leq f_0(x_n) \} \). Next, the model \( f_n \) is amended to accommodate the new observation. We obtain \( f_{n+1} \) by incrementing both the total observation count (denominator) and the count of the \( x_n \)'s bin (numerator). In short, we use a multinomial distribution and a uniform prior, then iteratively compute the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate.

The anomaly score given to each event, \( x \) (observed statistic) is defined as \(-\log_{10}(p_v(x))\), so high p-value events are given scores near 0 and low p-value events receive large scores (e.g., a score of 6.0 indicates a one-in-a-million event). Unlike the direct use of event probability, the p-value captures relationships among event probabilities. This enables computation of a threshold amenable to online updating.

P-value anomaly scoring is chosen because it satisfies several of our requirements:

1. **Understandable scores**: In support of ADR1, because multinomials are essentially histograms, they are straightforward to explain to non-mathematicians. Analysts can easily understand that a high anomaly score indicates the bin for that feature is small compared to other bins in past behavior.

2. **Comparable scores**: Supporting ADR3. P-values are comparable across distributions. For example, a one-in-a-million event is a meaningful score regardless of the distribution. As our application involves distributions of heterogeneous data and distributions that change over time, quantifiable comparability is needed for operators to prioritize anomalous observations.

3. **Fast notification**: Multinomials are simple data structures, but this simplicity leads to very fast p-value computations and updates, supporting ADR4.

4. **Scalability**: Because p-values are computationally fast, more operations can occur in a time period, facilitating scalability, ADR5.

There are additional advantages of this approach, including:

- P-values are regulatable, meaning, the expected number of events with an anomaly score over a set threshold \( \alpha \) is computable a priori. This allows operators to set a single threshold for the many evolving detectors to prevent flooding a downstream system.

- Model drift is detectable by comparing the expected number of high p-value events to the observed number.

See our previous works for mathematical theorems and empirical verification of the p-value anomaly scoring advantages [5, 13–15].

While admittedly simple, multinomials are robust when fit to a large number of observations, provide very fast p-value computations and updates, and are easily visualized and understood; hence, they are an ideal choice for our setting.

**Behavior Models**

The Situ system creates several behavior models for each internal system in the enterprise. These contexts are updated as each flow event is processed. Each of these contexts has a temporal analogue that maintains a separate model for workday hours, evening hours, and weekend hours. Having multiple contexts not only increases the coverage of attack vectors that the system can identify, but also helps analysts answer the question of why something is anomalous, helping to satisfy our requirement of ADR1—Understandable scores. If an analyst knows which behavior model was most anomalous, it can help them discover the reason for the anomalousness.

The **bytes per packet** context models a system’s typical byte quantity per packet. A desktop system used primarily for web browsing will mostly create small packets for the HTTP(S) request and receive large packets containing the response. If a system like this starts generating many large outbound packets, which may indicate exfiltration of data, this model will recognize it as anomalous.

The **DNS request rate** context models the recent quantity of DNS requests a system has made. This context is primarily designed to recognize a BotNet infection. Typically, when a system is infected with a BotNet, it begins to generate many DNS requests as the BotNet tries to locate a command and control system.

The **non-ephemeral traffic** context models the amount of traffic inbound to and outbound from non-ephemeral, non-privileged ports. This context tracks ports 1024 to 32767 since most Linux distributions use ports greater than or equal to 32768 as ephemeral, despite the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) standard of 49152. It is designed to recognize when a system begins to interact with some non-privileged service on another system or begin running a non-privileged server that other systems are interacting with.

Similar to the non-ephemeral context, the **privileged port traffic** context models the amount of traffic inbounds to and outbound from non-privileged ports. This is based on our previous work [30], which showed that the role of a host can be characterized by the use of private ports in flow data. This context represents all of the privileged network services that a system provides, as well as all of the privileged network services it interacts with. The intent of this model is to recognize any change in behavior in how a system is communicating with its peer’s privileged services, and to recognize when any new privileged services are started.

The **producer-consumer ratio** context models the amount of network traffic a system produces relative to how much it consumes defined as

\[
\text{Producer-Consumer Ratio} = \frac{\sum_{\text{source bytes}}}{\sum_{\text{destination bytes}} + \sum_{\text{source bytes}}}
\]

Typically, a system in a server role will be mostly a producer, and a desktop system will mostly be a consumer. This context is intended to recognize that a system is shifting roles from its previous behavior. A system switching from mostly a consumer toward being a producer could possibly indicate the exfiltration of data.

Similar to the privileged port context, the **privileged port bytes per packet** context models a system’s typical bytes per packet for each privileged port. This context is intended to recognize a situation like if a DNS server (which normally receives small packets on port 53) starts to receive large packets, or if a web server (which mostly receives small request packets) starts receiving large requests. Either of these situations may indicate attempts to transfer data in a concealed manner.
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values, and it also allows complex boolean searches beyond what clicking selections in the charts allow. There are also actions available that allow downloading data or copy the application’s URL (as all application state changes are reflected in the URL). The former facilitates the design requirements of SVR5-Tool integration and SVR3-Access to raw data—data can be downloaded as JSON and analysts can use their command line tools that they currently use. The latter facilitates the design requirement of collaboration, as it allows the visualization’s state to be saved, shared, and stored in an existing system and retrieved by other analysts at a later date.

4.4 Visualization System

After data is streamed through Situ and output into a data store, an API exposes the data to users via an HTTP/JSON API. While the anomaly score allows an analyst to determine outliers from normal behavior, a score without context is not necessarily enough to determine if an anomalous event is also malicious. The visualization provides the ability to filter events based on characteristics of the underlying data and to see the context of an event. The goal of the visualization is to enable analysts to quickly characterize anomalous events.

IP addresses are special in network security data; they represent the who in the cyber domain. There are two fundamentally different kinds of IP addresses: internal, those within the enterprise network that are being protected, and external, which is the rest of the IP space and represents potential attackers. Throughout the visualization, IP addresses are differentiated by color to meet the design requirement of SVR4-Centering on enterprise assets.

Situ’s visual interface includes multiple pages to support different functionality and types of analysis. The goal was to support both overview and detail to enable a sense of high-level context as well as details on demand. The Event Search Page provides an overview of network data and supports filtering or selection of specific data items, and the Event Detail Page and IP Detail Page allow inspection of details of items of interest.

4.4.1 Common features

In addition to the specialized page views, some common features are always available regardless of the page the user is on. A search bar is available for filtering data that will auto-complete field names and values, and it also allows complex boolean searches beyond what clicking selections in the charts allow. There are also actions available that allow downloading data or copy the application’s URL (as all application state changes are reflected in the URL). The former facilitates the design requirements of SVR5-Tool integration and SVR3-Access to raw data—data can be downloaded as JSON and analysts can use their command line tools that they currently use. The latter facilitates the design requirement of collaboration, as it allows the visualization’s state to be saved, shared, and stored in an existing system and retrieved by other analysts at a later date.
to the IP Detail Page, as shown in Fig. 1. Meta-data at the top of the page show the DNS name and other information to support ADR2-Contextualizing events, the temporal histogram and horizon graphs provide support for SVR1-Temporal context, and other features on the Event Search Page are also shown on this page to meet those same requirements. There is also an IP graph shown here that shows the IP of interest at the center, and the IP addresses that the IP has communicated with (meeting the selected filters) arranged on a ring nearest the center, and then the IP addresses those IPs communicated with on the outer ring. This egocentric graph layout provides a familiar presentation for experts while prioritizing communications with the selected IP. This supports ADR2-Contextualizing events to facilitate understanding of communication patterns and highlight suspicious activity, like a remote IP (red nodes) communicating with a lot of internal IPs (green nodes).

5 Evaluation

In this section, we present several evaluations: an evaluation of the algorithm and behavior models to determine if the anomalies in available test data are malicious, two case studies presenting a synthetic scenario with known attacks and a real-world scenario, and feedback from analysts using Situ in production at a security operations center (SOC).

5.1 Anomaly Detection Algorithm Evaluation

We evaluated the Situ system using the 5x12 naive attack and 5x20 multiple stepping stones attack scenarios from the Skaiion 2006 DARPA Dataset [1], a synthetic cyber attack data set. The Skaiion data used for this case study was “generated by capturing information from a synthetic environment, where benign user activity and malicious attacks are emulated by computer programs.”

For both of these scenarios, the attack data was integrated into the provided background data with approximately two hours of offset so that Situ would be able to observe benign traffic before the attack begins. These integrated pcap files were then processed into network flows using the Argus flow tool. The resulting flows were ingested by Situ, and the top 1,000 highest anomaly scored flows were recorded. The portion of these flows involving the known attacking systems were computed. See Table 2 for the test results. For the two scenarios tested, 92.5% and 97.8% of the most anomalous traffic was part of the attack scenario.

While the “not part of attack” count in the table is somewhat analogous to a false positive rate typically reported by intrusion detection systems, it is important to note that these concepts are not identical. The flows here that are not part of the attack may not be malicious in the attack scenario, but they are still anomalous—they may be a misconfiguration in the test network or an artifact of the test itself. In reality, an analyst or operator would likely want to know about such misconfigurations that may not represent an attack but could be a future security threat. This is where the visual analysis would come in.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack Scenario</th>
<th>Part of known attack</th>
<th>Not part of attack</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5x12</td>
<td>925</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5x20</td>
<td>978</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Test Results.

5.2 Case Study 1: Skaiion Data Set

To evaluate the performance of the Situ visualization tools in analyzing network flow data, the background data and attack data consisting of approximately 800,000 flows for the Skaiion 5x20 attack scenario were visually examined. This attack involves multiple attackers who attempt, and in some cases succeed, in compromising a host inside the target network. Once they have succeeded, they try to move laterally through the network.

The benefit of Situ is the integration of the automated analytics and the visualization to enable analysts to quickly filter out less interesting data and understand the most anomalous data. An analyst may start their search for attacks by taking advantage of the analytics in the visualization by filtering out the events the system has determined as normal (i.e. low anomaly scores), as shown in Fig. 5 in the Event Search Page. Using the temporal histogram the analyst can see where in time the attack approximately began. By selecting the the spike in anomalous traffic, the analyst filters down the network flow data to a more manageable list of events Fig. 5. Once the analyst has filtered the search view to their liking, they may select an event to show the Event Details Page, as shown in Fig. 6.

The Event Details Page provides the analyst with context about why an event scored as highly anomalous, supporting the ADR2-Contextualizing events requirement. This page displays the results of the enrichment and scoring process. In this case, the privileged ports model scored the highest, as the external IP was communicating to port 445. To support SVR1-Temporal context about the communication patterns between hosts, the page shows several heatmaps to show what other IPs the source and destination IPs have recently communicated with. In this case, the heatmaps indicate that the external IP has been communicating to a handful of internal hosts, and the IP has been talking to many privileged ports on those hosts. Clicking on the external IP in the event brings up the IP Details Page, as shown in Fig. 7.

Here, the analyst is presented with an IP graph, as described in 4.4.4, to show the context of communications. By using edges and the color of the nodes, the analyst can see which nodes an external node communicated with. Clicking on any of the nodes shifts the view to that of the selected node, allowing the analyst to search for lateral movement. By correlating the IP graph with the raw pcap logs, it is possible to determine that the host in Fig. 7 34.190.45.188 either compromised or attempted to compromise all the internal nodes on the innermost ring of the IP graph.

5.3 Case Study 2: Real-world Use Case

Here, we walk through a real-world example demonstrating how Situ is being used in production at a large (5000 users) organization’s Security Operations Center (SOC), which utilizes Situ as one of the tools they use on a daily basis. As in the previous case study, network flow data is available for analysts to search. In addition to flow data, Situ also processes data from Cisco ASA firewall logs. These firewall logs have many fields that are not available in the network flow data, but IPs and ports are still a prominent feature. In incident response, Tier 1
We evaluated the Situ system using the 5s12 naive attack and 5s20 with (meeting the selected filters) arranged on a ring nearest the center, (SOC).

The flows here that are not part of the attack may not be malicious. SVR1-Temporal context provide support for their search for attacks by taking advantage of the analytics in the data and understand the most anomalous data. An analyst may start the network.

5.2 Case Study 1: Skaion Data Set
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In this section, we present several evaluations: an evaluation of the communication patterns and highlight suspicious activity, like a remote supports

average, once in 100,000 events (scores around 5 in a log-10 scale). Additionally, the analyst notes that the destination IP has been flagged as being on three blacklists. Clicking on a row with a high score brings up the Event Details Page, shown in Fig. 9.

The event details for this firewall log indicate that the firewall time and action model is the reason this event has been flagged with such a high anomaly score. At this point, the analyst uses an internal host look-up system to ascertain that the IP communicating outbound is a router. Since the router should not be communicating to a blacklisted IP, the analyst opens a ticket so a Tier 3 analyst can investigate further.

The Tier 3 analyst uses the integrated tools embedded in the Situ visualization to check the reputation of the external IP by clicking the relevant buttons, which execute queries to third party reputation sites that the analysts already use in their daily workflow. Adding new integrations is only a matter of adding a line in the configuration file. Providing tight integration with third-party tools supports SVR5-Tool integration to allow anomalous events to be more quickly characterized as malicious or benign and situates our tool within analysts’ current workflows.

Seeing that the IP has a malicious reputation, the Tier 3 analyst then uses a commercial packet capture collection tool to pull the raw pcap data for the associated IPs. (In future work, we can integrate such pcap data directly into the Situ visualization.) By analyzing the pcap data, which is predominantly ICMP traffic, the analyst notices that the communications have a decreasing Time To Live (TTL) value. This condition indicates that the external IP is trying to map the organization’s IP space with a tool such as a traceroute. This is rarely legitimate and is often part of the reconnaissance phase of an attack. The analyst also notes that the firewall is blocking the return traffic. Since the return traffic is being blocked, the Tier 3 analyst closes the ticket.

Although this event was already being blocked by firewall rules, the event was not flagged by the intrusion prevention system. Comments from the the Tier 1 analyst indicate that the only way this event would have been found is to manually search through firewall logs. The Tier 1 stated that finding the event provides the SOC with an awareness of potential bad actors and their tactics.

This case study demonstrates the benefit of visual analytics in combining the power of analytics to focus analysts’ attention to the most atypical events and visualization to provide the visual context to understand those events within a real-world analyst’s workflow.

5.4 Domain Analyst Feedback

As noted in Sect. 5.3, Situ is installed at a large organization in production as part of the SOC’s daily tasking. The system ingests network flows (approximately 400 million flows per day) and firewall logs (approximately 1 billion events per day). This provides some indication of the scalability of the system; running on a small cluster of 6 nodes Situ processes an average of 16,000 events per second. In addition to drilling into the specific use case described by the same analysts in the previous section, we also observed five analysts—three of which are Tier 1 analysts and two are Tier 2—from the SOC using the tool. The analysts are experts with experience ranging from 2 to 10 years in network security. Observations were conducted over a period of six months in multiple sessions (approximately one hour each). We also solicited analyst feedback over email over a 12 month period.

In general, the analysts thought Situ filled a gap in the existing commercial security tools; specifically complementing their rule-based intrusion prevention system and their block lists on the border firewall. A Tier 1 analyst (primarily concerned with Triage) said:

“Situ has been used to detect abnormal exfiltration of data, including by authorized and unauthorized users.”

Another analyst (Tier 3), who primarily looks for malicious traffic that automated intrusion prevention systems have not found, reported:

“Instances of erroneous IP traffic can be detected by Situ.”

In both of these cases, we observed of analysts that Situ identified certain traffic to be anomalous that their intrusion prevention system
and blacklists failed to flag. In these cases, the analysts were able to confirm that the anomalous traffic was also malicious by looking up the IP address of the source of the attack on a trusted blacklist of known malicious IP addresses.

The biggest downside the users revealed is inherent in any anomaly detection system—not all anomalies are malicious. This takes getting used to as they are much more used to looking at ‘alerts’ from an intrusion detection system that suggests something is malicious. We expect this to be a potential barrier to adoption of anomaly detection systems and was overcome in our deployments only through repeated interactions in which we explained the potential value and we integrated their feedback into the tool.

Analysts also thought the customizability of the visualization tool was key to its utility. A Tier 3 analyst commented:

“The ability to customize Situ for each search is vital in narrowing down the parameters to detect specific anomalous network traffic.”

This same analyst also called attention to specific features:

“The Event/IP watchlist feature is invaluable as it allows us to keep track of interesting—although not necessarily malicious—IPs over time to identify anomalous traffic patterns.”

This feature came as a result of the researchers’ experience working with cyber security analysts and observing that analysts wanted to track certain IPs that they either believed were suspicious or knew to be malicious. Similar features have also been reported previously [24, 25].

The importance of collaboration in IT work in general [27] and in cyber security in particular [21] has long been reported, but many existing tools ignore this fact. Situ emphasizes sharing state to make it easy to integrate into existing ticketing systems. Referring to Situ’s collaboration support, a Tier 3 analyst said:

“The unique ability to embed saved searches and dashboards into URLs as easy bookmarks is a great optimization that makes sharing routine tasks dramatically easier.”

We observed analysts copying the URL and pasting it into their ticketing system in order to retrieve the state that led them to create the ticket and to share the ticket with higher tier analysts. This facilitates collaboration and communication, per the SVR6-Collaboration requirement.

Research has also demonstrated the need to integrate with existing tools and data sources, per the visualization requirement SVRS-Tool integration. A Tier 1 analyst commented:

“Integration with other data sources allows for correlation of traffic and minimizes the amount of time required for an analyst to search across multiple platforms for significant events.”

While the analysts appreciated the ability quickly filter data by interacting with the summary visualizations and found the IP graph useful in understanding communication patterns, they did not understand the utility of the horizon graphs and heatmaps, at least initially. When we asked why they were not using these, we realized they did not understand what they were showing. After explaining these and integrating pictorial help screens, several expressed that they could see their utility, but we did not observe them interacting with these views. We expect this is, at least in part, because as Tier 1 and 2 analysts they are more focused on researching an event, rather than trying to discover trends or new behavior as a Tier 3 analyst would.

6 Conclusion
This paper presents Situ, a streaming anomaly detection system and visualization for discovering and explaining suspicious behavior in computer network traffic and logs. The contributions of the paper include a description of functional requirements for such a system, the anomaly scoring algorithm and models, the interactive visualization with integrated tooling, case studies that walk through two scenarios demonstrating the utility of the system, and feedback from analysts in a real-world production deployment of the tool. The system design uses multiple linked views and pages to support overview first and details on demand to better understand both the data and the context behind system’s anomaly detection. The Event Search Page first summarizes the anomaly detection results and provides an overview of network activity, and the scented widgets allow analysts to select specific items of interest for further inspection. To accommodate scalability, the widgets, horizon graphs, and heatmaps prioritize an overview of trends to emphasize context at the expense of numerical accuracy (which is less important for assessing trends and patterns).

Situ is currently deployed in two real-world deployments. In the first, as described in section 5.4, the system is installed at a large organization’s SOC and ingests about 16,000 events per second. We have an ongoing relationship with the analysts in the SOC and continue to solicit their feedback and ideas as they use the data. This feedback is used to evolve feature designs into an innovative system that assists analysts in an otherwise daunting task. There is also a second installation of Situ in the same organization, but within a different group that manages a supercomputer. This group uses Situ to score flows from a network device and store the flows in a Splunk instance.

Feedback from analysts demonstrates the importance of end users not only having access to the results of analytics, but also that they have the means to understand those results via intuitive visualizations. Visual analytics relies on the integration of both quality human judgment and machine automation; our experience with domain experts emphasizes the importance of understanding in order for a system to be successful and relied upon in the real world. Our evaluations revealed that Situ’s multiple views do help analysts to better understand the system. Our evaluations also indicate the importance of the experts understanding the visualizations, which suggests that a combination of simple visualization designs will often be preferred over more advanced interfaces. Therefore, for practical installation of visual analytics systems in operational settings, understandability of familiar visual representations is just as important as understandability of the algorithmic support.

Situ is a visual analytics system that complements existing security tools and helps analysts gain situation awareness, identify suspicious behavior, and understand the behavior’s context. It is an exemplar of the type of system that is needed to meet the escalating cyber security challenges against today’s network environments.
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